
Ruler Work Basics Supply List 
 

All supplies are available at Cottage Quilts.  Thank you for your support! 

 

□ Ruler Foot – Westalee carries ruler feet for most machines.  Pfaff and Viking have their own Ruler Foot and a 

                         Ruler Foot Setting on their newest models.  Please check with us for the correct foot.  Allow time 

                         for it to be ordered, if necessary, as the feet are specific to your machine 

□ Westalee 12” Arc Ruler, white tape included in the package, and the Westalee Spacer.   

                        The Westalee rulers come in different thicknesses.  Please let us know what machine you will be 

                         using in class so that we can help you choose the correct ruler.               

 

□ Sewing Machine with power cord, foot control, and your manual 

□ Screwdriver that came with your machine to remove your ankle 

 

□ Inspira Size 90 Top Stitch needles – you should have a new needle in your machine. Bring extra just in case. 

□ Sew Steady Table or other brand table that provides a large flat surface.  Allow time if we need to order. 

□ 50 wt cotton thread that contrasts with your fabric.  

    Suggestions:  Konfetti or Tutti by Wonderfil, Cotton & Steel, or Aurifil 

□ A bobbin filled with the same thread you are using on top 

□ Thread Snips 

□ Paper scissors to cut the Westalee white tape 

 

□ Muslin Fat Quarter quilt sandwich basted with basting spray, pinned with safety pins, or use a fusible batting. 

                     Or, you can use a combination of a fusible batting and basting spray 

 

                     I used Sulky KK2000 spray***.  It is temporary so use it just before you come to 

                     class.   I sprayed the batting, smoothed the top fabric; and then, turned it over 

                     to spray the other side of the batting, and smoothed on the backing.) 

 

□ 10” quilt sandwich to practice your free motion skills. (Spray baste this sandwich, too.) 

 

Before you come to class: 

                      

Mark your quilt sandwich with four 6” squares and a few straight lines with a water erasable or Frixion 

pen.  See example below.  Sample is not to scale.      Baste your quilt sandwich – see suggestions above 

*** Please baste your quilt sandwich at home.  Sprays cannot be used inside the store. 

 

 

 

            

 

 

 

 

 
  
 


